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Abstract
In this review, we address some recent developments in the field of bacterial protein phosphorylation, focusing specifically on serine/threonine and tyrosine kinases. We present an overview of recent studies outlining the scope of physiological processes that are regulated by phosphorylation, ranging from cell cycle, growth, cell morphology, to metabolism, developmental phenomena, and virulence. Specific emphasis is placed on Mycobacterium tuberculosis as a showcase organism for serine/threonine kinases, and Bacillus subtilis to illustrate the importance of protein phosphorylation in developmental processes. We argue that bacterial serine/threonine and tyrosine kinases have a distinctive feature of phosphorylating multiple substrates and might thus represent integration nodes in the signaling network. Some open questions regarding the evolutionary benefits of relaxed substrate selectivity of these kinases are treated, as well as the notion of nonfunctional ‘background’ phosphorylation of cellular proteins. We also argue that phosphorylation events for which an immediate regulatory effect is not clearly established should not be dismissed as unimportant, as they may have a role in cross-talk with other post-translational modifications. Finally, recently developed methods for studying protein phosphorylation networks in bacteria are briefly discussed.

Introduction
In the very first study that detected protein phosphorylation (Fischer & Krebs, 1955), the tremendous regulatory potential of this post-translational modification (PTM) was immediately recognized. As argued by Hunter (2012), its versatility and reversibility have been the key factors behind the emergence of protein phosphorylation as one of the key PTMs in cellular signaling and regulation. Accordingly, it has been suggested by Pearlman et al. (2011) that the advantage of reversibility may drive the evolution of phosphorylation sites from negatively charged aspartate and glutamate residues at key positions in protein structures where there is an advantage to be gained if their negative charges can become facultative. The authors demonstrated this principle on the example of phosphorylatable serine, threonine, and tyrosine residues in Topo II, enolase, and Raf protein structures, respectively. These phospho-residues have the capacity to form stabilizing salt bridges formed by glutamate and aspartate residues in the ancestral versions of the proteins (Pearlman et al., 2011). This evolutionary principle is of course not universal for all phosphorylation sites, especially not for those where phosphorylation inactivates the proteins. Phosphorylation of proteins in Eukarya is known to be quite an abundant phenomenon. In humans, over 500 protein kinases have been detected. They interact with substrates (and each other) to create a large signaling network that regulates the cell cycle and myriad other housekeeping processes. Anomalies in this complex networks can lead to cancer development (Brognard & Hunter, 2011) and other types of cellular malfunction, and this incited a very exhaustive scrutiny by the scientific community. Most protein kinases in Eukarya phosphorylate serine, threonine, or tyrosine residues and belong to the structural family described by Hanks et al. (1988). They are therefore referred to as Hanks-type kinases, sharing a common fold in their cytosolic kinase...
domain. The receptor-type kinases contain the cytosolic kinase domain attached to a transmembrane helix, connecting to an extracellular ligand binding domain, which is responsible for kinase activation upon ligand binding. The kinase domain can also be soluble, and in this case, the kinases are usually activated via phosphorylation by kinases further ‘upstream’ in the cascade.

In bacteria, first evidence of protein phosphorylation emerged several decades later than in Eukarya (Garnik & Reeves, 1979). Historically, in the initial phase of research on bacterial protein phosphorylation, the kinases that came to the fore were the histidine/aspartate kinases of the two component systems (TCS). Early on, these systems were regarded as the major signal transduction device in bacterial cells (Casino et al., 2010). The first TCS component, the histidine kinase is stimulated by a particular environmental or intracellular signal, and it autophosphorylates on a key histidine residue. The cognate response regulator then uses this phospho-histidine as a substrate for its own autophosphorylation (on an aspartate residue). This second autophosphorylation activates the ‘response’ function of the system: Most response regulators are DNA-binding proteins that trigger expression from target promoters. To maintain a faithful flow of information through the signaling pathway, any given pair of histidine kinase and response regulator must selectively recognize each other, and must not cross-react with other TCS. In other words, the systems must be insulated via specific protein–protein interactions between the kinase and response regulator in a given TCS (Podgorina & Laub, 2013). This dedication of a single TCS to one function made the functional dissection of TCS a fairly straightforward task. As argued by Lazebnik (2002), biologists like to inactivate system components, look for loss of function, and assign the lost function to the inactivated component. This approach works marvelously well for TCS. To cite one famous example, the deletion of the TCS CheA/CheY involved in chemotaxis of Halobacterium salinarium led to a complete loss of chemotaxis (Rudolph & Oesterhelt, 1996). While the physiological role of TCS can thus be successfully characterized, other phosphorylation systems in bacteria are less amenable to the above-mentioned approach. Sequencing of bacterial genomes revealed that they contain numerous Hanks-type kinases that are mainly responsible for serine and threonine phosphorylation in bacteria (Pereira et al., 2011). These kinases are sometimes referred to as ‘eukaryotic-like’, but in the absence of any convincing evidence that their origin in bacteria is horizontal transfer from Eukarya, this seems ill advised. Tyrosine phosphorylation also exists in bacteria, and it is mainly catalyzed by the so-called BY-kinases, a bacteria-specific family of kinases without any counterparts in Eukarya (Grangeasse et al., 2007). A distinguishing feature that makes these two families very different from TCS is that a single kinase can phosphorylate many substrates, and thus inactivation of a single kinase often produces a complex pleiotropic phenotype. This will be exemplified in the following paragraph by the multi-substrate kinases PtkA from Bacillus subtilis (Petranovic et al., 2007; Jers et al., 2010; Kiley & Stanley-Wall, 2010) and PknB from Mycobacterium tuberculosis (Mir et al., 2011; Roumestand et al., 2011; Gee et al., 2012).

Serine/Threonine/Tyrosine kinases: hubs in a complex regulatory network?

Recent site-specific phosphoproteome studies have revealed the presence of numerous phosphorylated serines, threonines, and tyrosines in bacterial cells (Macek & Majakovic, 2011). First reported site-specific phosphoproteomes were those of the model bacteria B. subtilis (Macek et al., 2007) and Escherichia coli (Macek et al., 2008). Their phosphoproteomes turned out to be of average size, with about 100 phosphorylated proteins per cell. The smallest phosphoproteomes were detected in the genus Pseudomonas with 56–57 detected phosphopeptides per species (Ravichandran et al., 2009) and Mycoplasma pneumoniae with 63 reported phosphorylated proteins (Schmidl et al., 2010). The largest dataset so far was reported for M. tuberculosis, with over 300 phosphorylated proteins (Prisic et al., 2010). The intracellular pathogen M. tuberculosis possesses 11 Hanks-type kinases, which is a comparatively large set with respect to most of the sequenced bacterial species. Consequently, it is the best studied bacterial model with respect to their physiological roles. Hanks-type kinases of M. tuberculosis have been shown to participate in growth regulation, by influencing division and envelope synthesis (Molle & Kremer, 2010). A major player in this respect is the peptidoglycan-responsive kinase PknB (Mir et al., 2011), that activates the peptidoglycan assembly by phosphorylating the key biosynthetic protein MviN (Gee et al., 2012). PknB has other proteins substrates, some of which contain forkhead-associated domains. Regarding its substrate Rv0020c, it has been shown that the interaction between the kinase and the substrate can be modulated by the extent and pattern of substrate phosphorylation (Roumestand et al., 2011). Another Hanks-type kinase from M. tuberculosis, PknE, is involved in adaptive stress response (Kumar et al., 2013). It also promotes intracellular survival by antagonizing the apoptotic pathway of macrophages (Kumar & Narayanan, 2012). This exemplifies the participation of kinases in biochemical warfare between intracellular pathogens and the human host that involves scrambling the signaling pathways of the ‘adversary’. In addition to evidence of single kinase phosphorylating multiple substrates, a number of M. tuberculosis...
proteins can be phosphorylated by several Hanks-type kinases. For example, the cyclopropane synthase PcaA was phosphorylated in vitro by purified \textit{M. tuberculosis} kinases PknD, PknF, PknH, and PknE, but not by PknA and PknB (Corrales et al., 2012). Similarly, HadAB and HadBC dehydratases from \textit{M. tuberculosis} have been reported as substrates of PknA, PknB, PknD, PknE, PknF, PknH, and PknL (Slama et al., 2011). Because the serine/threonine kinases of \textit{M. tuberculosis} figure so prominently in the physiology of this pathogen, research on \textit{M. tuberculosis} is also leading the way in exploiting kinase-specific inhibitors as potential antimicrobial agents. PknB, the kinase involved in cell division and regulation of growth has been singled out as a promising target (Lougheed et al., 2011). Hanks-type kinases have also been extensively studied in \textit{Staphylococcus aureus} (Ohlsen & Donat, 2010) and streptococci. Most important new insights from \textit{S. aureus} include the structural studies on the catalytic domain of PknB (Rakette et al., 2012) and the peptidoglycan-binding domain of PrkC (Ruggiero et al., 2010), which contribute to the understanding of activation mechanisms for these kinases. In \textit{S. aureus}, it has also been reported that Hanks-type kinases can be involved in regulation of quorum sensing (Cluzel et al., 2010) and carbon catabolite repression by phosphorylation of the major regulatory protein CcpA (Leiba et al., 2012). In \textit{Streptococcus pyogenes}, the kinase Stk was shown to activate genes for virulence factors, osmoregulation, metabolism of \(\alpha\)-glucans, fatty acid biosynthesis, as well as genes affecting cell-wall synthesis (Bugrysheva et al., 2011). In \textit{Streptococcus pneumoniae}, the kinase StkP was found to participate in cell cycle control and cell division (Beilharz et al., 2012; Fleurie et al., 2012). It localizes to mid-cell, and controls correct septum progression and closure. Cells mutated for \textit{stkp} display elongated morphologies. Because the septal localization of StkP depends on its penicillin-binding domains, the authors argue that its role is to transmit information about the cell-wall status to key players of cell division. The phenotype in cell division has been associated to phosphorylation of the division protein DivIVA by StkP (Fleurie et al., 2012). A similar growth-regulating role has been reported for the Hanks-type kinase AfsK that localizes to cell poles in \textit{Streptomyces}. It is activated by the arrest of cell-wall synthesis and by consequence phosphorylates the division protein DivIVA (Hempel et al., 2012). Again, the image of coordination between different cellular processes emerges. The recurrent theme in the field is that new Hanks-type kinases get identified and characterized as being involved in one particular process, by phosphorylating one particular substrate. However, sooner or later, alternative substrates for each kinase get discovered, and this connects the kinases to multiple cellular roles. An exhaustive list of known substrates for some well-characterized bacterial serine/threonine kinases can be found in Pereira et al. (2011).

The same principle of kinase ‘promiscuity’ holds true for BY-kinases (Grangeasse et al., 2007). This family of tyrosine kinases specific for bacteria is phylogenetically related to Walker motif ATPases, and not to Hanks-type kinases, but their overall architecture is similar (Jadeau et al., 2008; Grangeasse et al., 2012). They also possess extracellular sensing domains, and catalytic cytosolic domains, with the exception that the two domains can be encoded by separate genes in Firmicutes (Grangeasse et al., 2007). First cellular substrates of BY-kinases have been identified in \textit{B. subtilis} (Mijakovic et al., 2003) and in \textit{E. coli} (Grangeasse et al., 2003). In both cases, BY-kinases were found to phosphorylate UDP-glucose dehydrogenases, thus increasing the activity of these enzymes. Soon thereafter, new substrates for the same enzymes were found. Besides phosphorylating UDP-glucose dehydrogenase Ugd (Mijakovic et al., 2003), \textit{B. subtilis} BY-kinase PtkA was found to phosphorylate single-stranded DNA-binding proteins (Mijakovic et al., 2006). Accordingly, the inactivation of the \textit{ptkA} gene led to a pleiotropic phenotype, with a pronounced defect in cell cycle and DNA replication (Petranovic et al., 2007). Soon thereafter, several tyrosine phosphorylated proteins detected in the \textit{B. subtilis} phosphoproteome have been identified as PtkA substrates. PtkA-dependent phosphorylation has been shown to regulate the enzyme activity of some of them, and intracellular localization of others (Jers et al., 2010). Finally, a role for the kinase PtkA and its cognate phosphatase PtpZ in \textit{B. subtilis} was recently proposed in biofilm formation (Kiley & Stanley-Wall, 2010). These findings support the view that BY-kinases, just like Hanks-type serine/threonine kinases may in fact constitute signal integration nodes in a complex regulatory network based on bacterial protein phosphorylation, and as such may coordinate different cellular processes.

The list of bacterial functions known to be controlled by tyrosine phosphorylation has expanded considerably in recent years. To cite some notable examples: Tyrosine phosphorylation has been found to control sporulation in \textit{Myxococcus xanthus} (Kimura et al., 2011) and phage resistance in \textit{Lysteria monocytogenes} (Nir-Paz et al., 2012). In \textit{Cauloabacter crescentus}, the gene encoding the phosphotyrosine-protein phosphatase CtpA was found to be essential. This phosphotyrosine-protein phosphatase regulates cell separation, outer membrane integrity, and morphology in \textit{C. crescentus} (Shapland et al., 2011), thus confirming the link between tyrosine phosphorylation and the bacterial cell cycle observed in \textit{B. subtilis}. Finally, a very exciting discovery came from \textit{Bacillus anthracis}, where the first dual specificity serine/threonine and tyrosine kinases PrkD and PrkG have been described (Arora et al., 2013).
A possible role for these kinases in cell growth and development has been suggested.

**Serine/Threonine kinases in developmental phenomena**

A particularly challenging aspect of bacterial protein phosphorylation is the search for physiological signals that activate Ser/Thr/Tyr kinases. These signals are known in very few cases. In *B. subtilis*, two Hanks-type kinases PrkC and YabT have recently been connected to developmental phenomena of sporulation and spore germination. Incidentally, the signals leading to their activation have been elucidated. PrkC is a classical Hanks-type kinase that has a cytosolic catalytic domain linked via a transmembrane domain to the extracellular sensing domain. One of the expression peaks of *prkC* is detectable during spore germination (Fig. 1a). At this time, extracellular domain of PrkC can bind the muropeptides (fragments derived from cell walls of dividing cells), and this triggers the kinase activity (Shah *et al.*, 2008; Fig. 1b). Activated PrkC phosphorylates the essential ribosomal GTPase EF-G, and this is strongly stimulated by the presence of muropeptides (Shah & Dworkin, 2010). The authors propose that EF-G phosphorylation contributes to spore germination by affecting the translational capacity of the cell, but this remains speculative pending direct experimental evidence (Shah & Dworkin, 2010). PrkC also promotes the expression of a muralytic enzyme YocH. PrkC involvement in regulating *yocH* expression depends on its kinase activity, but the target protein in this case is not known at present. YocH is exported, and in turns generates more muropeptides from peptidoglycan of other bacteria, which feed forward the PrkC regulatory loop (Shah & Dworkin, 2010; Fig. 1b). This mechanism can be exploited to produce synthetic muropeptides which act as artificial spore germinants (Lee *et al.*, 2010). Another *B. subtilis* Hanks-type kinase, YabT, has recently been shown to participate in spore development (Bidnenko *et al.*, 2013). The expression peak of *yabT* occurs three hours into spore development (Fig. 2a). YabT is an unusual Hanks-type kinase that has no extracellular sensing...
domain (Fig. 2b). Its transmembrane domain anchors it to the membrane and YabT concentrates at the asymmetrical septum (Bidnenko et al., 2013). Between the transmembrane helix and the catalytic domain, there is a lysine and arginine-rich domain, which can bind DNA. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first bacterial Hanks kinase that exhibits DNA-binding capacity. DNA binding is not sequence specific and it activates the kinase, which in turn phosphorylates the general recombination RecA (Bidnenko et al., 2013). Interestingly, single-stranded DNA is more efficient in activating the kinase, suggesting that YabT activation may be related to DNA damage. Phosphorylation of the recombinase stimulates the formation of mobile RecA foci, which are important for spore development under DNA-damaging conditions. In most cells, the mobile RecA foci disassemble just before the completion of the mature spore. In cells with extensive chromosomal damage, RecA foci persist, and by a presently unknown mechanism, prevent the production of mature spores (Bidnenko et al., 2013). Thus, it has been suggested that the kinase YabT and its substrate RecA participate in a quality-control checkpoint in the complex developmental process of spore formation.

**Relaxed specificity of kinases**

Bacterial serine, threonine, and tyrosine kinases usually phosphorylate a broad spectrum of substrates. However,
on this point, one must proceed with some caution. It is clear that kinase promiscuity will result in some phosphorylation events in the cytosol that have no detectable regulatory function (Levy et al., 2012). These events occur primarily on very abundant proteins, which the kinase statistically encounters more often than less abundant ones. On the one hand, it means that one must be very careful when assigning substrates to kinases. It is a good idea to check the phosphorylation in vitro with purified proteins, but the final verdict must come from in vivo studies. Ideally, one should seek to establish that substrate phosphorylation in vivo is affected in a kinase knockout. Last but not least, it should be examined whether phosphorylation of the substrate has a measurable physiological consequence. On the other hand, a significant portion of phosphorylation events detected in vivo will not meet this standard. So what do we make of them? Because they are ‘nonfunctional’, are they a product of imperfect substrate selection by the kinases? We often view bacteria as systems finely tuned for rapid reproduction, with a robust and minimalistic regulation, and wastefulness reduced to a bare minimum. The idea of spending ATP to phosphorylate random proteins does not seem to fit very well in that picture. It could be argued that maintaining somewhat relaxed substrate specificity could be used to rapidly evolve new signaling and regulation couples, with kinases ‘adopting’ new substrates when environmental challenges require adaptability from bacterial cells. The jury is still out on this question. Nevertheless, if a given phosphorylation site does not have a direct measurable effect on the target protein behavior, it should not be dismissed as ‘meaningless’, as it may have a role in cross-talk with other PTMs. As exemplified in a recent study in M. pneumoniae, different PTMs on a single protein can affect each other (van Noort et al., 2012). In this study, the phosphoproteome and lysine-acyetylome changes have been measured in strains with disrupted kinases and acetylases. It has been revealed that kinase knockouts can lead to changes in lysine acetylation, and vice versa, inactivation of acetylases can provoke changes in phosphorylation patterns. This observation certainly breaks new ground in studies of bacterial PTMs, but it also reflects the principle of cross-talk between PTMs that is already well established in eukaryotes (Suganuma & Workman, 2011).

**Outlook**

As it is becoming increasingly obvious that serine/tyrosine/threonine kinases phosphorylate multiple substrates, specific tools are evolving to study this particular feature. To test potential kinase-substrate pairs, Molle et al. (2010) have proposed a method based on the coexpression of kinase and substrate genes in E. coli, which allows phosphorylation of the substrate by the kinase in the bacterial cytosol. This is followed by purification and detection of phosphorylation sites on the substrate by mass spectrometry. In essence, this approach complements the classical in vitro phosphorylation studies performed with purified kinases and substrates, by providing the cytosolic context. However, the proteins undergo heterologous expression, and this assay cannot fully replace detection of phosphorylation sites directly in the studied organism. Interactome-based approaches can also be very useful in charting the topology of regulatory networks around the kinase nodes. This can be accomplished either by proteomics (Lima et al., 2011) or by two hybrid-based studies that have already shown their capacity to reveal kinase-substrate interactions (Poncet et al., 2009). All of the above-mentioned approaches can provide useful insights by mimicking the in vivo context, but cannot fully replace the real in vivo studies. High-resolution phosphoproteomics allows the detection of phosphorylation sites directly in the organism of interest (Macek & Mijakovic, 2011). However, the experimental setup used in early studies (Macek et al., 2007, 2008) provided datasets generated at one specific point in the growth curve, and without quantifying the percentage of occupancy of phosphorylation sites. Prisic et al. (2010) have demonstrated the advantage of using different growth conditions to expand the dataset, as many phosphorylation events are in fact transient and can only be detected in specific circumstances. To characterize the dynamic aspect of protein phosphorylation, quantitative phosphoproteomics is the logical next step. Proof of principle for this kind of approach has been recently established (Soufi et al., 2010), and the next generation of quantitative bacterial phosphoproteomes is literally around the corner (B. Macek & I. Mijakovic, unpublished results).

One thing that can be predicted with certainty for the field of bacterial protein phosphorylation is that there will be surprises ahead. New families of kinases, previously thought not to exist in bacteria will certainly emerge, such as the recently identified dual specificity kinases (Arora et al., 2012). An even bigger surprise was the discovery of phosphorylation of bacterial proteins on arginine residues, which was detected for the first time in B. subtilis (Fuhrmann et al., 2009). In this study, the authors reported that a protein-arginine kinase McsB phosphorylates CtsR, a repressor of stress response genes involved in protein quality control. Arginine phosphorylation impairs DNA binding of CtsR and thus activates the genes under its repression. McsB activity is countered by the phosphatase YwlE and the ClpC chaperone protein (Elsholz et al., 2011). The global importance of arginine phosphorylation for processes such as protein degradation, competence, stringent response, and other stress
responses has been demonstrated by a phosphoproteome study, revealing 121 arginine phosphorylation sites in 87
*B. subtilis* proteins (Elsholz *et al.*, 2012). The authors conclude that this modification is very rapidly reversible
through the action of the phosphatase YwLE, but also possibly due to the limited stability of phospho-arginine.
Indeed, a mass spectrometry study specifically aimed at improving global detection of phospho-arginine reported the
rearrangement of phosphorylation from arginine to other side chains (Schmidt *et al.*, 2013). The authors recommend the
use of electron-transfer dissociation for the analysis of arginine-phosphorylated peptides.

If the history of the field teaches us anything, it is that many features originally thought to exist only in
Eukarya have been also found in bacteria. The most recent items on that list include dual specificity kinases,
cross-talk between phosphorylation and other PTMs, and the fact that bacterial kinases are capable of phosphorylating
multiple substrates. One feature of eukaryal Hanks-type kinases is still conspicuously missing from this list: The ability of kinases to phosphorylate each other and thus create signaling cascades. Evidence exists that bacterial Hanks-type kinases can phosphorylate and activate histidine kinases of the TCS systems (Jers *et al.*, 2011). In the published bacterial phosphoproteomes, there are examples of Hanks-type kinases phosphorylated on tyrosine residues, presumably by BY-kinases (Soufi *et al.*, 2008; Sun *et al.*, 2010). It remains to be seen whether this sort of cross-talk exists among Hanks-type kinases themselves and whether it could lead up to complex activation cascades, similar to those found in
Eukarya.
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